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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 

MiRNAs are a subset of small noncoding RNA molecules which are involved in cancer development 

and progression by acting as potential oncogenes or tumor -suppressor genes. In this paper, the 

author gives a systemic review about the role of miRNAs in the grastric cancer, including abnormal 

expression of miRNAs, working as prognostic factor or chemosensitivity predictor, association with 

HP infection. The paper helps us to better understand the development of gastric cancer and 

provides a novel therapeutic targets. There are some spelling mistakes should be corrected. 
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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 

microRNAs are involved in gastric cancer establishment and progression. This review complements 

the authors own data with the recent bibliography on this subject. It is a good review and consists of 

several topics of relevance to treatment, such as the chapters on miRNAs as prognostic factors, role in 

chemosensitivty, and relationship with H. pylori infection. I would have appreciated the presence of 

a description on circulating microRNAs (usually also upregulated within cancer cells), since their 

detection could avoid the sampling of tumor tissue and biopsy specimen. Minor errors: Irinotecan
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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 

In the review, entitled “Role of microRNAs in gastric cancer” the Authors aim to discuss the newest 

knowledge on miRNAs in GC. The manuscript is simple and quite clear; however, there are some 

major concerns that greatly limit the significance of the article.  Detailed comments:  1. A brief 

introduction on microRNA feature and mode of action should be included in the Introduction section.    

2. The paragraph titles are not always clear and sufficiently informative.  The authors should 

consider renaming some of the paragraphs to improve reader understanding (especially paragraph 3 

and 4). 3. Even if the simplicity of the text is appreciated, the sections are often not very descriptive.  

The authors just describe some randomly selected examples of microRNAs. They should at least 

introduce a briefly overview of the state of art to allow a better match between the text and the 

reported tables (1-3).  4. Table 1 and 2 are wrongly united.  Lastly, the authors need to check 

expression and spelling from beginning to end of this manuscript, although they don’t make obstacle 

to understanding. 


